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Abstract—Currently, matching the incoming Internet of Things
applications to the current state of computing and networking
resources of a mobile edge orchestrator (MEO) is critical for
providing the high quality of service while temporally and
spatially changing the incoming workload. However, MEO needs
to scale its capacity concerning a large number of devices to
avoid task failure and to reduce service time. To cope with this
issue, we propose MEO with fuzzy-based logic that splits tasks
from mobile devices and maps them onto the cloud and edge
servers to reduce the latency of handling these tasks and task
failures. A fuzzy-based MEO handles the multi-criteria decision-
making process to decide where the offloaded task should run
by considering multiple parameters in the same framework.
Our approach selects the appropriate host for task execution
and finds the optimal task-splitting strategy. Compared to the
existing approaches, the service time using our proposal can
achieve up to 7.6%, 22.6%, 38.9%, and 51.8% performance
gains for augmented reality, healthcare, compute-intensive, and
infotainment applications, respectively.

Index Terms—Mobile edge orchestrator, edge computing, cloud
computing, latency minimization, fuzzy-based approach

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, fifth-generation (5G) cellular technologies can fur-
ther improve various new applications, such as video streaming
analysis, augmented reality, the Internet of Things (IoT), and
autonomous driving. However, these applications require real-
time or semi–real-time computation while they create vast
amounts of data and involve high user mobility, especially on
the internet of vehicles [1]. Moreover, mobile users, which
usually have limited processing capacity and battery life,
cannot support these applications. Therefore, computation-
intensive and delay-sensitive applications, a.k.a tasks, are
suggested to rely on advanced computation offloading and
the improved communication infrastructure to enhance the
user’s quality of service (QoS). Cloud computing can improve
dynamic services and data-intensive analysis for mobile users
over a wide area network (WAN). Nevertheless, the dramat-
ically increasing amount of data generated by IoT devices is
one of the major challenges in managing the traffic capacity of
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Fig. 1. MEO architecture and the role of an edge orchestrator.
a WAN [2]. Additionally, because cloud computing works in
a remote and centralized way, it cannot support context-aware
computing for IoT applications [3]. Edge computing addresses
these challenges by leveraging the distributed resources at the
edge to provide timely and context-aware services. However,
although an edge server at a base station (BS) has great poten-
tial to relieve the burden, its limited computational resources
may not support all devices in its coverage under heavy traffic
load services.

To improve IoT systems, the mobile edge orchestrated
architecture design integrates end devices, edge servers, and
the cloud to form a hierarchical IoT architecture [4], as shown
in Figure 1. The mobile edge orchestrator (MEO), also known
as the application placement controller, plays a role in meeting
application requirements by relying on controllers of other
layers [5]. By using network information and matching it with
the requirements received from applications, the orchestrator
determines the target mobile edge (ME) host to process
applications. Under IoT systems, it is necessary to design an
edge computing system to handle a dynamic flow of requests
that can be efficiently processed. Therefore, the workload
orchestration problem must be studied in both computational
and networking resources [4].

Several approaches have proposed orchestration in edge
computing from different perspectives. In [6], the application
deployment problem was studied to solve the problem under
mobile edge computing. The MEO in [5] decides which
application can be placed on which edge server. On the other
hand, workload offloading by using the orchestration capa-
bilities of software-defined networking (SDN) was proposed
in [7], and workload offloading in the edge/fog computing
infrastructure in [2] was studied. In [8], the authors proposed
a heuristic offloading approach to enhance the capabilities of
mobile devices. However, the studies mentioned above have
the following drawbacks. First, an edge orchestrator cannot
serve the entire system. Second, their work did not consider
network congestion. Third, these approaches did not address
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the scalability of the whole system, i.e., when a vast number of
mobile devices and gadgets run a variety of application tasks
simultaneously. To solve these challenges, a fuzzy logic–based
MEO in [4] was discussed to solve the online problem by
capturing the intuition of a real-world administrator to get an
automated management system. Nevertheless, the number of
failed tasks and the service time when the system is overloaded
are still challenges because of WAN congestion.

Furthermore, IoT applications generally consist of several
divisible applications, which are logically independent and
require timely and context-aware processing. For example,
computation-intensive components of an augmented reality
application, namely, the tracker, mapper, and objective rec-
ognizer can be offloaded from IoT devices to MEC servers
while video source and renderer are executed locally [9].
Mobile users often need to process a large amount of raw data
from compute-intensive infotainment applications where the
task involves compressing and uploading the data to the edge
cloud for analysis and storage. Many works have considered
the partial task offloading problem in MEC systems [9],
[10], [11], [12]. These works assume that the base station
(BS) has perfect knowledge of multi-user channel gains, local
computing energy per bit, and input data size of all users,
which can be obtained by feedback. Using this information,
the BS selects offloading users, determines the offloaded data
sizes with the criterion of minimum weighted sum mobile
energy consumption [9], [10], [11], or minimum system delay
of all users [12]. However, under unexpected variation of
the load (e.g., the CPU utilization of a VM is frequent
change depending on the tasks running on it), it is difficult
to decide where the offloaded task should be processed. In
this paper, by using the resource information and matching it
with application requirements, the MEO will find the optimal
task splitting ratio for the offloaded task.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows. First, we propose a novel approach by integrating
fuzzy logic and the optimal task-splitting strategy in the
MEO to execute more time-critical small applications and
reduce service times of delay-tolerant applications. Second,
our approach can select the appropriate host for task execution.
Third, by using the resource information and matching it with
application requirements, our system decide mobile users to
offload their tasks or a portion of the tasks to either an edge or
a cloud server to minimize system delay for an incoming task
through a collaboration between cloud computing and edge
computing methods. Finally, we evaluate the performance of
our proposal under the incoming task traffic of four application
classes: augmented reality, healthcare, compute-intensive and
infotainment applications.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper, we focus on data partitioned oriented ap-
plication models. The typical examples are the video com-
pression [11], image processing, augmented reality [9], [10],
[12], the virus scan, and the file/figure compression applica-
tions [13]. According to [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], we assume
that each mobile user has a delay-sensitive application, which
is composed of several separable tasks, e.g., face detection,
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy logic architecture and the task-splitting strategy.
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Fig. 3. Membership functions.
virus scanning and G-zip compression [12], [13]. The small
applications are defined as they generate small tasks and
medium-sized tasks, such as the healthcare and augmented
reality applications. The advantage of parallelism is to concur-
rently process a portion of total data at the local side and the
remainder at the cloud side. The critical function of the fuzzy
logic–based mobile edge orchestrator is to find the target server
(either a local edge server or a cloud server) for a task or to
split the task for execution. Figure 2 shows the fuzzy inference
system and task-splitting strategy for a workload orchestrator.
This system is used to map different metrics into single values.
The fuzzy inference system consists of a singleton fuzzifier,
the product inference engine, the centroid defuzzifier, and a
task-splitting scheme, as shown in Figure 2.
A. Fuzzy-based Workload Orchestrator

The fuzzy logic–based MEO is aware of the status of
network resources and communications. This information is
the input variables for operation of the fuzzy inference system
in order to find a target server for an incoming task. According
to [4], there are four input variables, given as:

F = {w, l, v, d} (1)
where w, l, v, d are WAN bandwidth, the length of incoming
tasks, VM utilization of the edge server, and the delay sensi-
tivity of related tasks, respectively. The task length, l, is used
to compute the execution time of a task. Delay sensitivity
of a task, d, shows the tolerance of the task to a longer
execution time, either due to network conditions or due to
server utilization levels [4]. Network and resource information
is used to determine {w, v}. For WAN communication latency,
network congestion is an important indicator in w as to when
the task will be offloaded to the cloud server. VM utilization,
v, gives information on the residual computational capacity of
the edge server. If v is greater than a threshold level, the edge
server is considered congested.

According to the four input variables, we set up four
membership functions, which that are used in fuzzification and
de-fuzzification steps. The linguistic variables of w, l, d are
low (L), medium (M), and high (H). The linguistic variables
of v are light (L), normal (N), and heavy (H). They are shown
in Figure 3. Associate a grade to each linguistic term, and the
crisp value is transformed into fuzzy values in the fuzzification
step by using these membership functions. They are given as

Fi(x) = [µLi (w), µ
M
i (x), µHi (x)], where i ∈ {w, l, v, d} (2)
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The inference step is the process of evaluating and com-
bining fuzzy rules from the fuzzy rule base. A fuzzy variable,
which is obtained after the inference step, is used in the de-
fuzzification step. According to [4], a simple IF-THEN rule
with a condition and a conclusion is used in the fuzzy rule
base. In fuzzification, there are four membership functions
with three linguistic terms; therefore, the number of fuzzy
rules is n = 34 = 81. To determine the fuzzy rules, we vary
the relatively better fuzzy rule set that is found empirically, and
the best rule combination in the computational experiments is
used [4]. Figure 2 shows example rules.
B. Delay Analysis

After we calculate the crisp output value from the fuzzy
inference engine, the MEO will determine whether tasks
should be processed by an edge server, or the edge server
and a cloud server collaboratively. In edge server and cloud
server collaboration, the task is divided into two parts that can
be processed in the edge server and the cloud server as well.
Each mobile device operates as follows.

1) Each mobile device will directly send its application
profile to the connected edge node through the wireless
channel. The MEO will obtain and update application
information from a metropolitan area network (MAN).

2) By using the resource information and matching it with
application requirements, the MEO will use Fuzzy based
approach to select a target server. If the cloud server
processes tasks, the MEO will find the optimal task
splitting ratio for this incoming task.

3) Each mobile device, based on the decisions of the MEO,
will offload tasks to either an edge or a cloud server.

4) The target MEC will serve devices for edge computing,
while other parts of the task will be offloaded to the
cloud server through the WAN.

5) The computation results are transmitted back to each
mobile device.

1) Transmission delay of the mobile device: In accordance
with the standard practice in computation offloading model-
ing [3], [14], the average transmission delay for the ith user
to offload a computation task to the connected jth edge node
is given as

ttran,uj,i =
lj,iT

R
(3)

where T represents the length of one time division multiple
access (TDMA) frame, and R is the average data rate for the
upload. Note that we use average data rate R to calculate the
average transmission delay to match the time scale of task
offloading. lj,i represents the task length, which is assumed
to be an exponentially distributed random variable. Moreover,
the size of the computation result is small enough so that the
download delay can be ignored [12].

2) Computation delay of the edge server: Denote λj,i ∈
[0, 1] the task-splitting ratio, which accounts for the data
portion executed on the edge server [12], such that

tcomp,ej,i =
λj,ilj,iβj,i

fe
(4)

which is the computation resources that the jth edge node
allocates to the ith device in fe giga-instructions (GI) per
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second (GIPS). βj,i is the number of CPU cycles required
compute one-bit data of this task [12].

3) Transmission delay of the edge cloud: In Figure 1, all
edge nodes connect with the cloud server through a WAN,
which covers a wide area from MEC servers to the cloud server
in geography. Because the high-speed WANs have minimal
transmission time and the data loss rate is not considered, for
long distances of WANs, the transmission delay is dominated
by the propagation time, defined as tWAN .

4) Computation delay of the cloud server: When receiving
an incoming task from an edge node, the MEO will allocate
the available computation resources of the cloud server to each
task for parallel computing by using the network information
and matching it with the task requirements. Similar to fe,
f c (in GIPS) represents the cloud computation resources
processed for the ith device served by the cloud server.

tcomp,cj,i =
(1− λj,i)lj,iβj,i

fc
(5)

III. OFFLOADING DECISION AND OPTIMAL
TASK-SPLITTING STRATEGY

A. Offloading decision

According to the number of fuzzy rules — i.e., Fig. 2 based
on fuzzification function Eq. (2)— we use minimum (min)
and maximum (max) functions to determine how the results of
multiple rules are combined within a rule set [4].We calculate a
fuzzy value for selecting the edge and cloud servers as follows:

µedge = max{µR1
edge, ..., µ

Rn
edge} (6)

µcloud = max{µR3
cloud, ..., µ

Rn
cloud} (7)

where the aggregation and activation phases are given as

µR1
edge = min{µR1

w (x), µR1
l (y), µR1

v (z), µR1
d (v)} (8)

µR3
cloud = min{µR3

w (x), µR3
l (y), µR3

v (z), µR3
d (v)} (9)

in which x, y, z, v are the crisp input parameters for a fuzzy
inference system.

Based on {µedge, µcloud}, a crisp output value is calculated
during defuzzification. In this step, we use a centroid defuzzi-
fier, which returns the center of gravity (COG) of the area
under the curve [4], as shown in Figure 4. It is calculated as

ω =

∫
x∈X

xµi(x)∫
x∈X

µi(x)
, i ∈ {edge, cloud} (10)

According to crisp output ω, we make the offloading de-
cision as follows. If ω is greater than 50, the task will be
offloaded to the cloud server. Otherwise, it will be executed
on the edge server.
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B. Optimal task splitting strategy

According to Section II-B, the total delay of a task from
the ith device served is

Tj,i = ttran,uj,i +max{tcomp,e
j,i , tWAN + tcomp,c

j,i } (11)

We aim at minimizing the delay of each task that is managed
by the MEO. The optimization problem can be formulated as

min
λj,i

Tj,i (12a)

s.t. λj,ilijβj,i ≤ Bj (12b)
0 ≤ λj,i ≤ 1 (12c)

where (12b) implies that the required computation resources
of an incoming task should not exceed the maximum CPU
resources provided on the VM by the jth edge server, Bj .
Note that, in a set of edge servers, the jth edge server that has
maximal CPU resources is denoted by Bmax

j . The optimized
variable is the task-splitting ratio, λj,i.

Theorem 1. The optimal task-splitting strategy, λoptj,i , can be
calculated as

λoptj,i =


fe(fctWAN + lj,iβj,i)

lj,iβj,i(fe + fc)
, if MEO looks up a edge server

jth satisfy Bj ≥
fe(fctWAN + lj,iβj,i)

(fe + fc)
.

Bmax
j /(lijβj,i), otherwise.

(13)
Proof. We have tcomp,ej,i =

λj,ilj,iβj,i
fe

which increases with λj,i.

Therefore, considering (12c), λj,i ∈ [0, 1], and we can derive

tcomp,ej,i ∈ [0,
lj,iβj,i
fe

]. On the other hand, we have tWAN+tcomp,cj,i =

tWAN +
(1− λj,i)lj,iβj,i

fc
, which decreases with λj,i. Thus, when

λj,i ∈ [0, 1], we derive tWAN+tcomp,cj,i ∈ [tWAN , tWAN+
lj,iβj,i
fc

].

Recall (11), and we find max{tcomp,ej,i , tWAN + tcomp,cj,i }; however,
it first decreases and then increases with λj,i. We can find the

intersection of two lines, given as λ∗
j,i =

fe(fctWAN + lj,iβj,i)

lj,iβj,i(fe + fc)
.

From (12b), we have λj,i ≤ Bj/(lijβj,i). Compare λj,i and λ∗
j,i, and

we can calculate λoptj,i . As a result, the minimum value is achieved
when λj,i ≥ λ∗

j,i, which results in the optimal task-splitting ratio
λoptj,i = λ∗

j,i. Otherwise, λj,i ≥ λ∗
j,i, and λoptj,i is Bj/(lijβj,i).

From the theorem in III-B, λoptj,i will become greater than
1 if the computation delay of the edge server is less than the
transmission delay of the edge cloud, which means all tasks are
associated with the edge node and processed in the edge server
without offloading them to the cloud server. In following these
reasons and considering a task offloaded to the cloud server,
we present the necessary condition for a task to be offloaded
to both edge and cloud servers.

Corollary 1. If there exists an optimal task-splitting value,
the task length must satisfy

lj,i >
tWANfe

βj,i
(14)

Based on the optimal task-splitting ratio, λoptj,i , the MEO
will match it and the existing networking resources to select
the appropriate edge server in order to satisfy the optimization
constraints.

TABLE I: Application types used [4]

AR Healthcare CI Infotainment
Usage percentage (%) 30 20 20 30
Task interval (sec) 2 3 20 7
Delay sensitivity (%) 0.9 0.7 0.1 0.3
Active/idle period (sec) 40/20 45/90 60/120 30/45
Upload/download data (Kb) 1500/25 20/1250 2500/200 25/1000
Task length (GI) 9 3 45 15
VM utilization on edge (%) 6 2 30 10
VM utilization on cloud (%) 0.6 0.2 3 1

TABLE II: Simulation parameters [4]

Parameters V alue
Simulation time/warm-up period 33 /3 min
WAN/WLAN bandwidth empirical
MAN bandwidth MMPP/M/1 model
LAN propagation delay 5 ms
Number of VMs per edge/cloud server 8/4
Number of cores per edge/cloud VM CPU 2/4 min
VM CPU speed per Edge/Cloud 10/100 GIPS
Mobility model Random way point
Propagation of selecting a location type Equal
Number of location for Type 1/2/3 2/4/8
Mean dwell time for Type 1/2/3 2/5/8 min

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Aiming for real-world simulated models, we use four dif-
ferent application types: i) an augmented reality application
on Google Glass, ii) infotainment application, iii) health ap-
plication which uses a foot-mounted inertial sensor to analyze
the walking pattern of the users, and iv) compute-intensive
application; for more details, refer to EdgeCloudSim simula-
tor [15], [4]. In our simulations, the mobile devices send these
tasks to the remote servers, which provide related services,
i.e., face recognition, fall risk detection, infotainment services.
Different profiles for task arrival distribution, delay tolerance,
and task size are shown in Table I [4]. The usage percentage of
the application defines how the percentage of mobile devices
running this application. We define how frequently the related
task is sent to the edge orchestrator by task inter-arrival time,
and it follows an exponential distribution. We assume that
mobile devices generate tasks during the active period, and
they just transmits in the idle period. Data is sent to/received
from the server with the upload/download data rate. The delay
sensitivity, task length, and VM utilization are used to deter-
mine the fuzzy inference system in Section II-A. Moreover, the
simulation parameters are presented in Table II [15], [4]. We
assume that a single server queue is modeled using Markov-
modulated Poisson process (MMPP) arrivals [4]. When the
state of the system congestion level is changed, the mean
arrival rates of the tasks are updated. Therefore, an empirical
study is carried out for characterizing the Internet connection
capacity to measure the WLAN/WAN bandwidth [4].

For evaluation, we compare our proposal with three other
approaches: i) using fuzzy logic without a collaborative cloud
and edge scheme (fuzzy-based approach), ii) using the edge
servers only if the CPU is not too high (utilization-based
approach), and iii) finally, considering CPU and bandwidth
(hybrid approach). The fuzzy-co–based approach splits each
task for offloading to either an edge server or a cloud server.
The task-splitting ratio is calculated based on the constraint
between the required capacity and existing CPU resources on
the VM . Figure 5a shows the average failed task ratios based
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Fig. 5. Simulation results: a) Average failed-task ratio, b) Average VM utilization, c) Augmented reality application, d)
Healthcare application, e) Compute-intensive application, and f) Infotainment application.
on all application types. Failed tasks are defined as i) tasks
dropped by the network because of network congestion and ii)
tasks failed due to insufficient CPU resources on the VM for
the incoming task. By considering CPU resource conditions
in the optimization constraints, our proposal provides the best
performance.

In the IoT scenario, a large number of tasks that arrive at
the same edge server or cloud server will make the congestion
causing packet losses, exhaust resources, and facing scalabil-
ity problems [16]. Using selective offloading and allocating
resources can resolve the scalability problem [16]. The fuzzy-
based MEO, based on the WAN bandwidth, VM utilization on
the edge server makes the offloading decision for incoming
tasks, i.e., if the WAN congestion is too high, offloading to
the cloud server is ignored. Moreover, the task partitioning
schemes in our proposal can help devices select the offloaded
server among multiple edge servers. The effect on the scalabil-
ity exploits the average CPU utilization of VMs running on the
edge servers versus the number of mobile devices. Figure 5b
shows when the number of task increases, our proposal utilizes
the edge servers more efficiently than fuzzy, utilization, and
hybrid approaches.

The healthcare and augmented reality applications require
faster responsiveness (Table I). The fuzzy-co–based algorithm
outperforms others when serving time-critical applications,
such as the healthcare and the augmented reality applications,
as shown in Figures 5c and 5d. Furthermore, the infotainment
application generates big tasks, whereas the compute-intensive
application generates very big tasks. Since the VMs running on
cloud servers are very powerful in our scenario, the processing
time is low. Hence, most compute-intensive and infotainment
application tasks are executed on the cloud servers, providing
better performance. In particular, the fuzzy-co algorithm can
divide a task into two parts with one part processed on an
edge node, and the other part offloaded to a cloud server to
minimize the end-to-end latency for the mobile user, as shown
in figures 5e and 5f. Therefore, by considering both processing
delay and communication delay and optimizing latency by
splitting the task, the fuzzy-co algorithm provides the lowest
service times in all cases studied.

V. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this study is to improve service time
and the failed-task ratio by integrating fuzzy-based workload
orchestration and a collaborative edge and cloud computing
scheme for latency minimization. A fuzzy-based MEO con-
siders both computational and communication resources and

makes the offloading decision. Moreover, we proposed an opti-
mal task-splitting strategy for each task to achieve minimized
service time. We further highlighted some insights into the
task-splitting strategy by analyzing four realistic applications.
Our proposal provides better results compared to other algo-
rithms. Future work will collaborate with divisible load theory
for a further-enhanced fuzzy-based workload orchestrator to
reduce the completion time of IoT applications.
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